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Poly-Wood

Poly-Wood, LLC Streamlines Data Warehouse Creation
to Support Continued Business Growth.
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“We were looking for a data warehouse automation tool with a
visual and model-based approach, as well as one that would
reduce the need for our IT team to do large amounts of coding
themselves. Qlik Compose is that solution. It has saved and will
continue to save us many hours of labor.”
- RENÉ VALENCOURT, SOFTWARE AND DATA ARCHITECT, POLY-WOOD, LLC
Poly-Wood manufactures outdoor furniture using genuine
POLYWOOD lumber made from high-density polyethylene,
one of the easiest plastics to recycle. The company’s goal is
to deliver a quality product that customers want in a timely
fashion. To achieve this vision, Poly-Wood has developed
state-of-the-art technology and lean manufacturing processes
that minimize waste streams and ensure that products be built
quickly and accurately.

Objective
Poly-Wood wanted a general purpose data warehouse
and business intelligence solution that would support
a wide variety of analytics tools and enable employees
to make data-driven decisions.
Solution
After evaluating several data warehouse automation
tools, Poly-Wood implemented Qlik Compose to unify
data from its ERP and internal systems, as well as from
its Podio CRM system and geospatial data from a thirdparty vendor.

For the past several years, the company has been growing
significantly and the management team recognized that data
is the key to making informed decisions. Poly- Wood had been
using a third-party BI tool to create a data warehouse and apps
to run on top of it. A major limitation, however, was that this
tool’s data warehouses can only be used by its proprietary tools.
Another issue was that data governance wasn’t natively available
in the existing solution. Poly-Wood wanted a general purpose solution which would enable them to use the tools of their
choice to access information throughout the data warehousing environment. To support data-driven decisions, Poly- Wood
launched a data warehousing initiative that included BI, analytics, and enterprise data modeling.
Finding a Data Warehouse Automation Solution
With its data warehousing project, Poly-Wood hoped to unify data from its Sage ERP system, as well as from internal systems, a
Podio CRM system, and geospatial data from a third-party vendor. Although the ERP and internal systems use relational databases
(SQL Server and MySQL respectively), other data sources are in unstructured XML and Excel form.
As a first step René Valencourt, Poly-Wood’s Software and Data Architect, began to evaluate data warehouse automation software.
While Kalido was attractive, the product cost exceeded the project budget. The company conducted proof of concepts with
TimeXtender and WhereScape, but as Valencourt noted “neither product hit a home run.” The Poly-Wood team felt that it was
difficult to discern the process flow in both products.
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Benefits

A flexible solution that can
be used with many different
analytics tools

Faster creation of data warehouses and marts
(one day with Qlik Compose, compared to fiveto-ten days in Poly-Wood’s case)

Access to real-time data which
enables fast, effective decision
making

““One of the most useful things about Qlik Compose is that it
gives us better data. This decreases anxiety in the business
and we expect that it will give Poly-Wood a competitive edge
in the market.”
- RENÉ VALENCOURT, SOFTWARE AND DATA ARCHITECT, POLY-WOOD, LLC

About Qlik
Qlik’s vision is a data-literate world, where everyone can use data and analytics to improve decision-making and solve their
most challenging problems. Qlik offers real-time data integration and analytics solutions, powered by Qlik Cloud, to close the
gaps between data, insights and action. By transforming data into Active Intelligence, businesses can drive better decisions,
improve revenue and profitability, and optimize customer relationships. Qlik serves more than 38,000 active customers in
over 100 countries.
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